uardo's house preparing lunch and dinner for him, his wife, and two small children, before taking the short bus ride back to Vidigal.
Eduardo had told me of a conversation he'd had with her in his house. Ester had finished preparing their dinner and was getting ready to go home when she shyly asked for a word with him. He hesitated, as his wife normally deals with the help. But then Ester added, "It's a medical question. Quero botar silicone, doutor. [I want to put in silicone, doctor]." Slightly nonplussed, Eduardo tried to make sure Ester had really thought through the surgery, asking her: "Are you sure that this is what you want?" She had in fact done thorough research, reading up on prosthetic materials in a lan-house, Internet café, and even phoned Silimed, the largest silicone manufacturer in Latin America, which has a factory abutting a Rio favela. Ester had already settled on a midcost model (R$1,500), size (175 cm), and shape (natural), and was able to convince Eduardo in a minute that she was an appropriate candidate. But the surgeon didn't feel quite right about doing the operation himself. Instead, he referred her to Dr. Rafaela, a young doctor about Ester's age who was completing her residency at Santa Casa de Misericórdia, a hospital in downtown Rio that offers discounted cosmetic surgery to what Dr. Eduardo calls the "popular classes."
The sun is getting low in the sky now, almost touching the tops of the red brick shanties built on the highest ridge of the rock face. A Brazilian sociologist friend warned me not to stay in the favela at night. Ester seems to read my thoughts and stands up. I stuff my recorder in my backpack and we start the long climb up. Mototaxis whir by us, commuters riding behind clutching bags of groceries. It only costs one real to get a lift from the "asphalt"-what residents call life at street level-to the top of Vidigal. There are no cars except for a few police jeeps, semiautomatic weapons sticking out the windows, and the odd taxi, passengerless-a driver returning home from work. At every turn we seem to pass another bar, beauty parlor, or evangelical church (there are eighteen in Vidigal alone). Ester points to a tiny white façade stenciled with the words "Jesus is Love." "My parents took me there when I was a kid, but now I'm a Catholic." Reaching a bend, we pause to take in a view of the gently arcing beach of Ipanema stretching out under dark rain clouds.
Ester starts chatting again about her job prospects. "I could make maybe 1,500 reais a month as an office assistant, but without 'IQ' [connections] I'll never find one." She shrugs, "I'll just take whatever comes along." Perhaps another job as a cook, where she can earn maybe 700 reais. Or failing that she would even "work with a family," a euphemism for the least prestigious but most common occupation for women in Brazil's favelas: house cleaning. Later I find out that Ester left school at fourteen to help her mother work as a maid in the Zona Sul.
The first drops of rain smack against the canopy of yellow and green plastic streamers above us-decorations for the World Cup that no one has bothered to take down after Brazil's elimination. People break into a run, and the light squall efficiently clears the streets in a few minutes. I have always loved Rio when it rains: it ceases to resemble other sprawling concrete infernos and seems to emerge in its hidden identity as an urban tropical rainforest. The rainwater drips off the thick leaves of bromeliads clinging to the trunks of old-growth trees, quickly forming a light stream in the cobblestone road. "How good it rained!" Ester says. "Porque ela acalma o povo [It calms the people]. They stay at home, lose their will."
Ester points up the hill at a small bakery. "It was here," she says. She is referring to the "problem" last week. "I was taking my kids to school. The police were down there," she gestures down the road, "and the traficantes [traffickers] up there."
"What happened?" I ask. "We just waited for the gunfire to stop." Ester adds with a smile, "At least there is one thing we don't have to worry about here." "What's that?" "Getting robbed." The traficantes don't allow anyone from the "community" to be assaulted. But still there are weekly reports in Rio's papers of favelados getting hit with "lost bullets." I ask if she is worried her son might get involved with drugs.
"Not really-he is quiet. It's my daughter. She is only nine, but she is blond with green eyes. Soon, there will be lots of these boys after her. It would be better for her if she were less pretty."
We keep climbing, my rain-soaked T-shirt clinging to my back, until we come to a tiny bar with folding tables and bright yellow plastic chairs. The walls are lavishly decorated with posters of blonds in bikinis. Perched high on a stack of beer crates, a TV broadcasts the semifinals of the Cup. Ester introduces me now to Jurandir, her namoradinho, an affectionate diminutive, or perhaps she means "sort of her boyfriend." Jurandir is a couple of shades lighter than Ester, heavyset, with closely shaved black hair and a three-day beard. The son of migrants from northeastern Brazil, he doesn't have the extroverted manner of a Carioca, a resident of Rio de Janeiro. Jurandir's uncle fills two shot glasses for me and Ester from a large bottle of Brahma (small cups keep the beer cold longer). "Saude [health] ," we say, lifting our glasses. Then Jurandir looks at me and says, "You're going to make Ester famous." The group laughs, and then I realize that famosa seems to connote "promiscuous." I have learned that protesting too much just invites more sacanagem, teasing-a Carioca specialty. No one says anything; then Jurandir slaps me on the back. "I was only joking, I am a very ironic person."
Ester explains to the group that I am "writing a story" about her plastic surgery operation. Jurandir's older sister, who later invites us to her home to watch DVDs of a charismatic priest, can't resist a wry comment, "Ester is the siliconada of Vidigal."
Ester shrugs her shoulders and says, "I was born bald, naked, and without teeth. Everything else is lucro, profit." The group cracks up. Siliconada-a slang term for a woman with breast implants-suggests another irony. Siliconada originally referred to artistas, usually whitish actresses and models. They popularized the breast implant during the 1999 Carnaval, when the nation viewed their surgically enhanced bodies during intensive television coverage of the parades. Calling a darkish resident of a favela a siliconada starkly contrasts the glamorous beauty of Globo TV with the more "humble" life in Vidigal.
It's halftime now, and a conversation has sprung up about family back in Ceará. Most of Ester's friends and her parents originally came from the edge of the sertão, an enormous desert plain in the northeast. "Here in Rio it is hard to say that people ever go hungry," Jurandir says.
"But in the interior, sometimes there was no food," his uncle adds. "We came to Rio to work."
Ester says that last year she traveled two days by bus to Ceará to visit her relatives, who raise pigs. "It was so peaceful. But I couldn't earn a living there."
"What did they think of your plastic surgery?" I ask. "They thought it was cool. I told everyone. Except for my greatgrandmother. She had never heard of plástica."
: : : riO 40 de g r e eS
Rio de Janeiro. "City of Beauty and Chaos." Cidade maravilha (Marvelous City). Allow me for a moment the pleasure of glossing it. It's a sweltering Saturday afternoon in February, the height of the summer. The sky seems to hang low over a gray horizon blurred in the haze. The heavy scent of fry-ing oil mixes with the lightest of sea breezes. A boardwalk wraps around the Bay of Guanabara, Portuguese tiles arranged in a continuous undulating swirl. All the stations of life are on promenade. A hundred shades of brown and pink contrast with wet nylon in primary colors. Waves slap lightly on the wet sand. Children laugh, their mouths smeared with ice cream. Men from the Favela Surf Club lie out by the break point, bobbing in the notquite-clean sea. They rise one by one, and for a moment they seem to miraculously stand on the water in a long arc facing the condos and, higher up, the rocky ridge dotted with brick shanties.
Amid the hedonism, there is urban order: tribal divisions, rules of etiquette, rituals of courtship. Closer to the old center, beaches are "popular" and too polluted for the middle class. Children play in the tiny waves, while their guardians buy cans of "stupidly" cold Brahma from Dona Firmina, a hot dog vendor and former maid who pooled her savings for a facelift. Farther south lies the brilliant white sand beach of Copacabana, a former resort for the sick. Sea bathing was once permitted only for the ill, and then only before eight in the morning. But the opening of the art deco Copacabana Palace in 1923 inaugurated a new era in which Rio de Janeiro would become a symbol of tropical cool and sensuality. Now the chic reputation of Copacabana has faded like the pastel colors of its poorly built condominiums. A couple with skin the color and texture of leather come in nothing except thongs and bathing suit for a quick dip. They are irritated by the family next to them, farofeiros, they say, who break beach etiquette by eating meat dipped in manioc flour.
Many of the elite, who once lived in mansions built on the cooler, forestcovered hills, now occupy Ipanema and Leblon. Far south from the old city, these narrow strips of land thread through steep rock faces and the ocean. The beaches here too are divided into microhabitats. On the quiet southern end, Ester takes her two kids to play in the sand. Against a backdrop of tropical landscape, playboys and pitbulls survey the field like generals, their brown smooth chests sculpted by the bench press. Here the custom is to stand, not lie on the sand, the better to see, and be seen. One of these sunbathers, a blond fifteen-year-old, was the muse of the bossa nova classic, "Garota de Ipanema." The most-recorded song of all time according to Internet legend, it extended Rio de Janeiro's reputation for female beauty and grace. A few yards away, and no less interested in the display of flesh, two other tribes gather, the gais and intelectuais.
Beyond the South Zone, the coastal highway winds through granite boulders to the wilder beaches of Barra. Surf pounds long swathes of sand running parallel to strip malls. This is the land of the emergentes, those newly arrived to the middle class. They left murderous and congested urban neighborhoods to live in condos that rise up eerily out of cleared swamplands by the edge of the rainforest. The "city" has come with them as well.
Residents of new favelas, such as "City of God," which accompanied the expansion of Brazil's former capital, browse shops in frigidly air-conditioned malls.
The transition from ocean, sand, and rainforest to life on the asphalt is gradual. Bodies generally become more clothed the farther they are from the beach, though occasionally a man, tan and naked except for a Speedo, can be seen on a busy avenue, like a lone figure wandering through an embarrassing dream. Closer to the center the city becomes decadente. The Portuguese word describes not luxury but rather a tragic process of decay and neglect. The old neighborhoods in the center, though, show another kind of life in their dying. Tropical vegetation thrives amid rotting infrastructure. In one square, meat warming in the sun is sold from wooden wagons. A man with a stump gives out political pamphlets with his good arm. An elderly man sits alone, absorbed in writing a composition titled "Electricity," printed in the deliberate scrawl of an autodidact. Old friends sip coffee with or without a drop of the sugarcane liquor that is said to "open the appetite."
Night falls, faster in the tropical summer than in more temperate latitudes. The trees line the streets like soft, warm curtains. Maids on their day off begin to go home. Most are dressed in heels and jeans, tan too like their mistresses. One mother goes into the street to pick up her child, who is still young enough to be allowed to kick a ball with the kids who live in the building. The pair stroll hand in hand to the gypsy van that will take them an hour or two through the Saturday night traffic to a suburb with muddy roads and tiny, whitewashed churches, arriving late, but in time for a midnight dance.
Down the block, behind the counter of BiBi Snack Bar, men shout out the names of fruit juices native to Amazônia and Pará. Two teenage boys drink muscle-enhancing bombas, while their girlfriends savor a pale green vitamina made with avocado and milk. The foursome walk toward Arpoador. Fishermen stand on the edge of the outermost rocks and cast into the darkness. The glowing bobs make a long wobbly arc into the black sky. On one side of the break point a simple gym has been improvised. Men with wiry arms and lean faces politely take turns with the homemade barbells, gumdrops of concrete balancing at the ends. They do neat repetitions on the chin-up bars, the sea breeze drying their sweaty backs.
For those who will go out, preparations begin. Dona Iraci returns home from the funeral of a neighbor, a teenage boy. After a quick shower she heads to a forró dance in a tiny square tucked into the winding streets of one of Rio's 700 favelas. Already the rumbling bass of a baile funk can be heard mingling with the sharp reports that locals expertly identify as firecrackers or else gunshots. "Down on the asphalt," local bohemians gather in a bar, devouring pork and pineapple sandwiches. One sits alone writing science fiction stories featuring mulata cyborgs while others drink shots, sweating into their beards.
As the night progresses, it takes on an apocalyptic feeling. Unlike in New York it is the buses, not the taxis, that are reckless, windows rattling as they careen down the wide avenues. At a thousand parties, conversations break apart at the first chords of a classic by Gilberto Gil or Jorge Ben. Grandmothers and children imitate the racy choreographies of TV dancers. Youth ficar com, "stay with" each other, mouths meeting for messy kisses that last a minute or two hours, and then end. Fights break out, entertainment for soccer fans or the thieves who hang out in the shadows of discos. Here they rob drunk gringos stumbling into the streets with a girl who has delicately negotiated a "program." The night too is divided into fiefdoms ruled by the mulheres da vida, "women of the life," though many are not women. On one ocean avenue they stand in the glare of the oncoming traffic. Boys in more discrete positions occupy the street behind, while a neighborhood in the old center is the turf of the travestis, transvestites, who know better than anyone the pain-and rewards-of beauty. Statuesque-with voluptuous hips and bottoms, and long, muscular legs-these "erotic warriors" (Denizart 1998) stop traffic, or slow it down.
How did plastic surgery-a practice often associated with body hatred and alienation-take root in this city known for its glorious embrace of sensuality and pleasure?
: : : a mOng t h e SOc ia l i t eS Claude Lévi-Strauss (1973) observed that ethnographers move across barriers not just of culture but of social class. He meant that in leaving their own society they often acquire a higher social status. Yet some of my informants are in fact my social superiors. Many are wealthier. More importantly, they have power and glamour, connections to politics and entertain-ment. I only met Ester in a later period of fieldwork. When I first begin research in 1999, I find myself in a milieu closer to that inhabited by her former employer, Dr. Eduardo.
Soon after arriving in Rio I interview a plastic surgeon, Dr. Adriano, a current favorite among the elite. He seems amused by the idea of an anthropologist hanging around his patients-or clients as he calls them. "Why don't you start where plástica started," he says, "among the socialites." He gives me the phone number of a patient, Tatiana, who becomes my initial guide to Rio's "universe of beauty."
On the phone she says, "You're interested in beauty? Tomorrow, there's a festa. We'll talk there." The next day I go to her penthouse apartment in Ipanema, where she lives alone with her two adult children. Divorced from a filmmaker, she works as a publicity director for film and television. Arriving early, or rather not quite late enough, Tatiana greets me with two beijinhos (kisses) and then disappears in the bathroom. She emerges several minutes later dressed in a black evening gown. As we go down to her car I ask about her most recent surgery, an operation to "correct" her eyelid (she is a veteran plástica patient). "I was coming back from Angra [a beach resort] and they took a photo of me, and the moment I saw my face I said, 'do I have to live with this?' I called Adriano."
Tatiana is a consummate multitasker. She seems to know everyone in Rio, and spends a considerable part of the time I am with her on her cell phone. As she threads through traffic, she can simultaneously light a Marlboro, chew gum, and-cell cradled under her chin-note down a number. In a smoker's voice, she barks out strings of kisses, curses, and softening nicknames. Meu bem, querido, puta que pariu (My dear, love, the whore who gave birth). Every once in a while, she'll turn to me, as if by way of explanation, and simply say "Rio de Janeiro" and laugh. Between calls, she glances into the driving mirror to make sure everything is "in place," as if her features and body parts were the contents of loosely packed luggage, liable to become unsettled.
I ask her how plástica has changed since she had her first operation, a liposuction, fifteen years ago. "Oh it's part of daily life now. It's easier, safer-techniques have improved. And everyone is doing it," she adds. "My secretary is having plástica, because something is bothering her. This is cool. I have the flu so I take medicine. I have a falling breast so I have a plás-tica. To feel better, to work better, to be in a better mood."
We pull up to one of the condos along Ipanema beach. She is guided into a space by one of Rio's flanelinhas, indigents who control much of the parking in the city. We take the elevator up to another penthouse. "Socialite territory," she says, "boring but essential." There is an empty dance floor, a crowded bar, and men in white suits accompanied by young, very tall women. As we move from group to group, Tatiana fills me in on the details-genealogies, philanthropies, and namoros, love affairs. And who's "had what" (plástica) with whom. People are identified as of this or that family. One man is introduced as the "owner" of Rio's stock exchange. After he refers to the backers of Tatiana's samba school as bandidos, criminals, Tatiana whispers to me, "Bandidos? He is the bandido. All his art galleries are for money laundering."
We move out to a terrace. Below, waves come crashing out of the darkness onto the white beach. In the distance I see lights from Vidigal twinkling in the humid night. A middle-aged man comes up to Tatiana. "Let me see the portrait," he says, squeezing her arm. He turns to me and says, "I've known her twenty years, hasn't aged a bit." "I keep it locked up tight," Tatiana says, smiling at the reference to the Oscar Wilde character who remains youthful while an oil painting of him mysteriously registers the passage of time. Then she quotes another playwright, the Brazilian Nelson Rodrigues. "Nelson said to me, 'Tatiana, only assholes age. Everyone else becomes wiser.' This is very true. If you are super happy, have an active life, and a wrinkle bothers you, why not do something about it? That's different than having plástica out of bitterness. Aging is not cool."
Through Tatiana and other contacts, I begin hanging out with a crowd of diplomats' wives, aging TV actresses, and philanthropists. Like many anthropologists, I am surprised by generous offers of hospitality, and fieldwork often takes place over a lunch of grilled fish or chicken. (The traditional meat, rice, and beans do not appear often on the tables of my informants.) Or in the evenings I tag along to coquetels, parties to launch telenovelas, or in one case, to commemorate a joint plástica makeover and apartment redecoration. Talk about plastic surgery flows freely in this milieu. As Gláu-cia, a self-described socialite, explains, "I want to be younger, logically. I don't know how it is in America but in Brazil, we go to the hair salon and announce, 'Hey people, Monday I'm going to change everything. I'm going to do lipo, eyes, hair.' There isn't that mystery." As my social circle expands over the months of fieldwork, I feel I have interviewed a reasonable number of patients since almost everyone knows someone who has "had something done." Nevertheless I worry that my fieldwork suffers from an irredeemable fault in ethnography: thinness. Can I really do proper fieldwork without observing the practice?
: : : t he ligh t O F he av e n c On d u c tS h i S S c a l P e l After receiving a hefty fee for an operation surgeons are understandably reluctant to ask any favors from their "clients." But one day, during my first period of fieldwork, I read a newspaper article about plastic surgery residency programs in public hospitals. Perhaps here in a busy teaching hospital I will be granted permission to observe clinical practice? Through another surgeon I get the mobile number of Dr. Eduardo, the former employer of Ester.
A mutual acquaintance described him as unlike most plastic surgeons, who are "fat, bald, and old-fashioned." When I meet him in his office, he sits behind a brand new iMac, which he uses for communicating via Skype with North American colleagues. In his mid-thirties, he is tall and slim, with salt-and-pepper hair, and dresses in a style that in Rio would be called moderno. I explain my dilemma to him. After checking with the director of the plastic surgery ward, he agrees to let me shadow him in his rounds at Santa Casa, a hospital in downtown Rio with one of the largest residency programs in plastic surgery in Brazil.
I leave my apartment just after sunrise. Though it's the tail end of Rio's muggy summer, at this hour the air is almost fresh. The bus makes good time, depositing me at Avenida Presidente Vargas downtown. A few minutes early, I stop at a stand for my favorite snack, a bowl of dark purple slush made from açaí, an Amazonian fruit. Housed in an old convent, the hospital takes up a whole city block. Throngs of people pass by its enormous gates, workers, street kids, shoppers glancing down at the pirated goods and candies sitting on makeshift stands lining the sidewalks. One vendor hawks homemade packets of herbs and roots. Among the folk remedies are teas that aid in cicatrização, scarring. Inside the hospital, long lines of patients sprawl through the labyrinthine corridors and I have to ask directions several times before I find my way to the thirty-eighth ward, identified with a small plaque on a dirty tile wall: "Cirurgia plástica e reconstrutora, Prof. Ivo Pitanguy."
Accustomed to private clinics, where at most three or four patients sit in icy air conditioning drinking cafezinho and reading magazines such as Plástica & You, I am not prepared for the chaotic scene I find at the ward. There are over a hundred patients crowded into dark corridors. A few sit on a narrow wooden bench, fanning themselves with medical exams. Most mill about, striking up conversations with strangers about hospital bureaucracy, or how Dr. Pitanguy is such a "genius." Some discretely lift up their blouses to compare results of past operations. Air conditioning is available only in the operating rooms, and the narrow waiting areas are sweltering. Later I read that during peak times in the 1990s patients camped out overnight to secure a better place in line.
As at private clinics, most patients are female (or children-companions to their mothers, or candidates for reconstructive surgery). But while private-sector patients tend to be, if not white, then whitish as you say in Portuguese, here they span the full range of Brazil's famous "rainbow of color terms." With a few it is easy to tell what the complaint is, as the residents in surgery say-a cleft palate, a chest burn, a mangled ear. Most, though, have come for estética: the full range of cosmetic procedures, from breast implants to facelifts, liposuction, and nose jobs.
This particular group of patients is ready for their operations, and there is an excited buzz in the hallways. They have been waiting months or a few years in some cases, depending on their skill in navigating the hospital bureaucracy. Some have made more than ten visits to the hospital to have the full battery of health tests, a visit to the hospital photographer, even a required psychological screening. At each step things go wrong: documents are lost, times confused, exams misinterpreted. But today the patients have finally reached the last hurdle before their operation: the plano cirúrgico, an exam that serves as a pedagogical exercise for the residents. Led one by one into a lecture theater, the patient disrobes while a senior professor discusses her "indication" with the thirty-five to forty residents in attendance.
A woman hands me her medical files. "Doctor, I'm having a lifting," she explains anxiously, "and I want to know if these expression lines will come out?" Notebook in hand, I am easily mistaken for a resident. I explain my research.
"You came all the way from America," she asks, "to study beauty?" Her friend says, "Well, he's in the right place," pointing at the long line of patients in the hallway. They laugh.
"What do you think of the hospital?" I ask. "It's very basic," the first woman, Claudia Regina, says. "They give you a list of the drugs you'll need, but you have to get them yourself. You even bring your own sheets-and a bottle of juice, to drink when you wake up from surgery."
A few onlookers have gathered around us. A breast surgery patient, Ecila, adds, "É isso mesmo [True] . It's old, and I thought, is it really hygienic? I met a woman with a scar the size of a finger on her breasts. She was crying, and she didn't have the courage to redo it." Ecila notices the anxious expression on Claudia Regina's face. "But it's still a bargain," she adds, "and they have good professionals."
The women nod their heads solemnly. It is one point all agree on-the good name of Pitanguy, the plastic surgery ward's founder. Now in his '70s, he rarely performs surgery in the public clinic, but most are confident he has bestowed his gifts on the residents. We are interrupted as a woman walks out of a consultation room and pumps her fist in the air twice. She shouts, "Foi liberada!" (It was approved!).
The small group cheers, "Parabéns!" (Congratulations!). The group breaks up as Claudia Regina pushes her way to the front of a crowd forming around a hospital administrator. She tells me she has an "in" with the hospital staff and hopes to "dar um jeitinho" (pull strings), to get a more senior surgeon to perform her facelift. She whispers in my ear, "You see, the doctors here are just students."
: : :
I begin visiting the hospital a few times a week. One day, Bruno, a southerner who has moved to Rio for the residency program, tells me he is to perform a breast lift, his first. "Why don't you come along?" he suggests. As we make our way upstairs to the examination rooms, residents bustle past yelling out greetings in exuberant Carioca slang, "Fala Bruno! Beleza?" literally, "Speak Bruno! Beautiful?" We enter a small locker room adjoining the operating room. As I put on a set of green scrubs and plastic bags over my shoes, the icy air conditioning feels like a respite from the waiting rooms. Another resident begins teasing Bruno, doing a caricature of his southern accent. I ask the two residents if there are regional differences in plástica.
"Claro," Bruno says. "For example, in the South to get the symmetry right we make a tiny point in the center of the chest. But not in Rio, because there is a greater chance of forming a keloid scar." "Why?" I ask. "Because of this miscegenation," the Carioca says. He explains that patients with some African ancestry are more likely to form prominent scars.
"In the South, they're descended from Poles and Germans, and they have big breasts already and so we do fewer implants. In Rio it's very different. The Carioca is bunduda [large bottomed] and has smaller breasts-" The Carioca resident interrupts him. "Sim, the Carioca has a more delineated waist and a bunda with volume due to the mixture with the black race. And this woman with smaller breasts and a bigger bunda became the model for all women, whites too."
"But even this is changing now," Bruno adds. "Now with the breast craze we're starting to put in more prostheses." Slipping a green cap over his blond hair, he shrugs his shoulders. "Plástica é moda" (Plástica is fashion). The three of us now in scrubs, we walk into the operating rooms.
At Santa Casa surgery is performed mornings and afternoons five days a week, all year round. With two operating rooms, each of which can accommodate two major surgeries requiring general anesthesia, and several smaller rooms for minor procedures, residents receive ample "hands-on" experience. A patient lies on the operating table, her body below her waist covered in a green sheet. A resident is stitching up the incisions made in the bottom half of the right breast. Yellow fat bulges from the sutures and glistens in the bright lights. The resident snips off the excess and places it next to pieces of breast tissue. Later a nurse weighs this material (to help ensure symmetry). Not yet used to observing surgery, I start to feel queasy and wander back out to the waiting rooms. There is no cafeteria for the patients, but a vendor, Lúcia, sells chicken pastries from a cooler. "How is business?" I ask, taking a sip of Guarana soda to settle my stomach.
"The patients buy more stuff," Lúcia says. "They are hungry because they aren't sick." I ask her if she has ever considered having plástica.
"Claro, but . . ." she rubs her index finger and thumb together. "But one day I will be rich." She says this with such an air of quiet confidence that I can't help asking how. She is writing a telenovela. "It's about a man who helps animals. It's called "The Millionaire and the Beggars." After I sell it to Globo I'll be able to afford Pitanguy's private clinic."
"What do you want to have done?" I ask. "Todas as plásticas [All the plásticas]. I want to refine the nose, lift everything up, put silicone in the bottom, everything to become young again. Then I'll give the rest of the money to an animal shelter and go to Switzerland." I ask her why; the answer is so obvious to her that she looks at me for a second, to see if the question is sincere. "To find a husband." She tells me that thirty-two years ago she had dated a Swiss petroleum engineer she had met on the beach at Copacabana. "Back when I was really pretty."
Many patients tell me they first heard about Santa Casa from a television story on Ivo Pitanguy, who founded the ward in 1962. Owner of a pristine island off the coast of Rio de Janeiro, from which he commutes to his exclusive private clinic, he is as well known in Brazil as his celebrity clientele. But Pitanguy does not fit the image of the slick plastic surgeon who successfully turns the insecurities of the wealthy into a personal fortune. Among the first patients treated at Santa Casa were hundreds of children burned in a horrific circus fire. Pitanguy's reputation for charity work also extends to cosmetic surgery as well, which is offered at "bargain prices" to patients in Santa Casa, a hospital run with a mixture of charity and state funding.
Pitanguy's work in "democratizing" plastic surgery has garnered him a list of awards and achievements to arouse envy in any academic: a handful of honorary doctorates, membership in a hundred professional associations, and over 800 publications. But despite a high profile in the media, unlike most surgeons I met, Pitanguy is given to reflection on his practice. His best-selling autobiography tells of his encounters with Brazilian and European celebrities. Yet his medical publications-with titles such as "Philosophical and Psychological Aspects of Plastic Surgery"-are sprinkled with quotes from continental thinkers-Lévi-Strauss, Foucault, and so on. In these writings, which earned him a place in Brazil's prestigious Academy of Letters, this "philosopher of plástica" (as a colleague dubbed him, perhaps not without some malice) has outlined a distinct vision of plastic surgery.
Emphasizing the "union" of reconstructive and cosmetic procedures, Pitanguy argues that both types of surgery operate not on pathologies or defects, but on a suffering psyche. In this view, the plastic surgeon becomes "a psychologist with a scalpel in his hand"-albeit, surgeons are quick to point out, a more effective one (Pitanguy 1976: 125) . Realizing plastic surgery's healing potential, Pitanguy set out on a lifelong mission to make it more accessible, proclaiming to the media that "plastic surgery is not only for the rich. The poor have the right to be beautiful." Over the past four decades, he and other surgeons have worked to realize this notion of a "right to beauty" for all. It's true that demand for cosmetic surgery is growing in many industrialized nations. But Brazil is one of the only countries in the world to take the step of offering cosmetic surgery within an ailing public health system. In addition to Santa Casa, a network of public hospitals run on state and municipal budgets offer free cosmetic procedures.
Since opening his clinic, Pitanguy has trained over 500 plastic surgeons, many of whom have gone on to teach new generations of surgeons. Rio and São Paulo have some of the densest concentrations of plastic surgeons in the world. As these markets have become too competitive, younger surgeons have branched out to cities and small towns around the country. Landlocked Minas Gerais now has a higher rate of cosmetic surgery than the state of Rio de Janeiro (SBCP 2005) . With a reputation for quality surgeons, cheap prices, and pleasant beaches, Brazil has also become one of the world's top destinations for "medical tourism." In the private sector, cost cutting, the stabilization of inflation, and financing plans have made plástica accessible to the middle and lower middle class. Patients can divide their bills into small monthly payments spaced over a period of a year or longer. During the 1990s, the number of operations performed increased sixfold (Veja 2001a). A survey of 3,200 women in ten countries found that 54 percent of Brazilians (compared to 30 percent of Americans) had "considered having cosmetic surgery," the highest of the countries surveyed and more than double the average (Etcoff et al. 2004 ). In 2001, Brazil's largest news magazine, Veja, ran a story titled "Empire of the Scalpel," which claimed that Brazil had displaced the United States as the world's "champion" of cosmetic surgery (Veja 2001a).3 As if to confirm the victory, a samba school honored Pitanguy in a 1999 Carnaval allegory: "In the Universe of Beauty." Perched high on a float, the surgeon led hundreds of paraders through Rio's stadium as they danced to the song "No universo da beleza, Mestre Pitanguy," performed by Caprichosos de Pilares Samba School:
Creating and modeling nature The hands of the architect Are in the universe of beauty Giving men their value with his chisel. . . . The self-esteem in each ego awakens Plastic beauty from subtlety to perfection The light of heaven conducts his scalpel Caprichosos sings Master Pitanguy.
Some surgeons, it's true, have privately questioned whether the "popular classes" are suitable candidates for cosmetic procedures. But the majority of plastic surgeons-as well as the media-have been remarkably positive about the growth of plastic surgery. Some news stories cite the international reputation of Brazilian surgeons as a point of pride. Others view the growth of plástica as an indicator of economic health, a flexing of Brazil's consumer muscle. Veja-the Brazilian equivalent to Time-argues that since the 1994 currency plan made credit more available, plástica has become "integral to the roster of middle class aspirations" (Veja 2002). The fact that more Brazilians are having cosmetic surgery, it reasons, simply means that more Brazilians are becoming middle class.
Rising demand, however, cannot be explained simply as a product of prosperity. If cosmetic surgery rates reflect wealth, then they should be lower in the developing world. Yet much richer European countries have per capita cosmetic surgery rates only about a fifth of Brazil's. Moreover, the rapid growth of plastic surgery also overlapped with a period of rising income concentration in the 1980s and 1990s. While an ambitious 1989 constitution guaranteed a universal right to healthcare, the gap between public and private care deepened as federal spending plunged (Biehl 2005: 47 ). Brazil's favelas have become icons of savage capitalism. How in these circumstances can we understand a "right to beauty"? Why are patients such as Ester embracing a medical technology formerly the preserve of Tatiana and other members of the nation's elite? Why did a security guard at one of Rio's largest prisons seek out an operation termed "correction of the Negroid nose" in a land often celebrated for its racial democracy? And what notion of health allows a public hospital to offer free liposuctions, breast implants, and facelifts to "the people"?
: : : vain, v u lg a r , a n d S u Pe r F i ci a l Heroes and heroines in popular narrative traditions are often physically attractive. Their beauty may presage an extraordinary destiny, magical reversals of fortune, or tragic ends. But beauty work seems made for the minor key of comedy more interested in human vanity and frailty. If outward beauty often symbolizes inner goodness, beauty practices on the other hand point to moral failings: for example, the rich or stupid trying to avoid aging or genetics or other dimensions of human fate. Moreover, some practices such as plastic surgery are not only disturbing, but also comical. Stories of beauty work-particularly failed beauty work-can provoke schadenfreude as the vanity of others is revealed. This becomes tricky terrain to approach as an anthropologist hoping his subjects-in this case, a diverse "tribe" of Brazilian socialites, low-income service workers, housewives, celebrities, and other consumers of beauty-will come across sympathetically to the reader.
I begin thus by mentioning a particular moral field surrounding beauty work, or at least "excessive" beauty work in much of the West. As an anonymous reviewer of my research grant wrote, beauty is "a trivial aspect of the human condition." He or she was certainly right, though I would argue it is also a central aspect of modern selves that reminds us-comically and tragically-that the human condition is sometimes trivial. Cosmetic practices are not only trivial, they are vain, betraying a narcissistic concern with the self. When they are seen to display poor or common taste, they are vulgar. Beauty work can also seem like a superficial realm of experience, centered on surfaces at the expense of self-development. Such moral charges are, of course, deeply rooted in the Judeo-Christian tradition. Yet, within the large range of societies that share this tradition, there are considerable differences. In the United States, judgments of vanity can also be moral and political statements applied to subordinate groups. (Think of the various contexts in which Catholics, "Latins," Native Americans, or women are seen as vain.) To understand the ethics surrounding beauty therefore requires the hermeneutic effort of entering into life worlds with other values, as well perhaps as some self-critique to bring to light tacit assumptions. Writing about beauty recalls another dilemma: the scholar confronting life as it is lived. The "will to truth" of scholars leads them to look for abstraction, depth, and logic. Beauty is sensual, superficial, and to some extent irrational. Friedrich Nietzsche critiqued the scholarly bias toward depth, and against "appearances." He was writing about philosophy and aesthetics, but his critique is relevant too for sociological interpretations of physical beauty. Attractiveness has a social effect that seems to short-circuit other networks of power. Consider the common adjectives used to describe it: radiant, dazzling, or, more recently, hot. Smiles light up rooms. To acknowledge the almost magical social and psychological power of beauty shifts the ethical frame we use to evaluate beauty work: to pursue something that confers obvious benefits is, after all, rational. At the same time, it hints at a problem in trying to explain the ineffable and ephemeral effects of attractiveness in terms of structures. My hope is that an ethnographic approach will help offset the scholar's preference for "depth" and better grasp a social phenomenon that has much to do with shining surfaces.
It is perhaps easier for us to accept as another manifestation of human diversity the Ilongot warrior taking a human head to relieve grief, or even a Sudanese teenager being circumcised in order to marry, than a Brazilian secretary having liposuction to raise her self-esteem. As plastic surgery becomes staple fare on reality television, and routinized for some, it may seem to us, unlike tribal body modification, all too familiar. Never-theless, I would like to invite readers to approach the topic with the same spirit of generous cultural (but not moral) relativism that ethnographers say is necessary to understand, say, the face painting of the Brazilian Caduveo Indians. It's true that the anthropological effort to contextualize or humanize disturbing bodily practices often applies to more exotic or endangered groups than the Brazilians portrayed here. But I argue that class and cultural differences also influence the perception of medical beauty work, complicating the ethnographer's task of persuasively and accurately conveying aspects of life that in some respects depart from the values (which are also my values) of "erudite culture" (Lehmann 1996).
Vulgar connotes not only poor taste, but also in its etymology popularized. Beauty industries have rapidly expanded in the past three decades, as Brazil underwent a transformation into a consumer society with deeply entrenched market stratification. Some surgeons say that the poor, as much as the rich, "suffer from aesthetic defects." Other doctors, though, have become unnerved by poor and uneducated patients. A resident confessed his doubts: "You have patients who can't speak Portuguese well, who haven't been to the dentist. If I were poor I would take care of my teeth before having cosmetic surgery." One European resident was amazed that a patient had to delay a consultation because she couldn't afford the bus fare to the hospital. Such patients may appear to be wasting resources or even undermining the dignity of the medical specialty as they demand "miracles": a magical rejuvenation or else the perfect figures of artistas. These celebrities have themselves demonstrated to the public the wealth and power that can be gained through plástica-sculpted forms, provoking debates about the commercialization of sex and medicine. In these circumstances, beauty practices represent to some a pronounced instance of vulgarization-of medicine or else erotic experience. And yet, such moral judgments are not always compelling for the myriad "users" of beauty, for whom sexual desirability and its cosmetic enhancement can have quite a different significance.
When I began fieldwork I saw my field sites as almost saturated with neoliberal irony. Residents in surgery get valuable training in cosmetic procedures within a faltering public health system, and then open lucrative private practices. Patients disfigured by industrial fires and traffic accidents wait in the same hallways along with women seeking lipoescultura. The poor are granted "a right to beauty" in a country where other rights are neglected. The final irony, it seemed to me, lay in the samba song "In the Universe of Beauty." A Carnaval parade-that beloved "folk opera" often celebrated for its roots in Rio's favelas-pays homage to a fabulously wealthy plastic surgeon with a clientele of international celebrities. Was this perhaps just another of those bizarre juxtapositions of Brazil mundo cão, "dog world," that have been the staple of magical realism and a local tradition of bitter wit?
My ironic perspective though left me with a feeling of unease. New to Brazil, trying to understand a foreign society, I wondered if I was missing something essential. After all, there is a long tradition of criticizing Carnaval as a collective fantasia (fantasy, mask) that distracts attention from exploitation. Such paternalistic views provoked one famous Carnavalesco to quip, "Only intellectuals like misery. The poor prefer luxury." His comment reminded me of the conflicts in Brazil that often surround any invocation of the povão, the "common people." After Brazil became a republic in 1889, a central challenge facing elites (they felt) was to define a national identity that would allow it to join the ranks of "civilized" nations. The category of the povão played a contested role in the scientific, artistic, and spiritual projects underlying this quest. As an "internal exotic," they invigorated modernist avant-gardes and their later avatars. But often enough, the povão have disappointed elites (Lehmann 1996) . Two decades of military dictatorship ended in 1985 with dancing in the streets and a brief moment of hope that a country ruled for most of its 500-year history by a tiny oligarchy would become an open, democratic society finally able to address its massive extremes of wealth and poverty. Shortly thereafter, in 1990, a newly enfranchised population elected as president Fernando Collor de Mello, a Center-Right, corrupt, and telegenic populist. Intellectuals fretted not just that the powerful Globo TV network had engineered the electoral victory, but also that the people had gone directly from illiteracy to massification, "without passing through an intermediate stage of absorbing modern culture" (Mello and Novais 1998: 640) .
Seen in the light of a longer history of elite attempts to fathom-and often steer-the desires of the people, Pitanguy's right to beauty began to raise new questions for me. Did the popular embrace of plastic surgery indicate yet another example of the people "misbehaving"? Does class position change the meaning and value of cosmetic practices, or of sexual attractiveness? How could beauty be understood in relation to a longer history of intimate hierarchy as well as a more recent growth of consumer aspirations in Brazil? One question I consider in the following pages then is what beauty means and does for different social actors. How does it look differ-ent through the eyes of an illiterate maid versus a professional, to a secular Catholic versus an evangelical Protestant, to a single mother versus the daughter of a strict father?
For "users" beauty is a realm of praxis: home remedies and techniques of artifice were often passed between generations of women to the disapproval of male clerics, reformers, and doctors (Lichtenstein 1987). Modern beauty practices, it's true, depend on experts and industrial technologies, but their social use can be seen often as a "tactic," a move performed by the weak on terrain defined by the strong (de Certeau 2002). Although on the face of it, we might think that beauty is just another realm for encoding class domination-a function that so many aspects of the body perform (Bourdieu 1984)-physical beauty often impetuously disregards social hierarchy. It is quite obvious that the elite are not always good-looking, even when their privilege thoroughly pervades others aspects of their social person, from taste in photography to table manners. Beauty hierarchies do not simply mirror other hierarchies of wealth or status. Rather, it is precisely the gap between aesthetic and other scales of social position that makes attractiveness such an essential form of value and all-too-often imaginary vehicle of ascent for those blocked from more formal routes of social mobility. While beauty is unfair in that it appears to be "awarded" to the morally undeserving, it can also grant power to those excluded from other systems of privilege based in wealth, pedigree, or education.
From this perspective, I try to understand diverse social phenomena: why working class women enthusiastically negotiate the bureaucratic obstacles of public hospitals to have often minor cosmetic body contouring; why the social fantasy of "entering TV" is widespread in urban peripheries; why sexual attractiveness can be imagined as a means of escaping poverty; and why in the telenovela the beauty of heroines (and actresses who portray them) often acquires a seemingly magical power of challenging social hierarchies. My aim is to constitute beauty as a social domain that has its own internal logic that cannot be reduced to an operation of other forms of power.4 Rather than view it only as a social construction (I agree with Viveiros de Castro that there are already too many things that don't exist),5 I find it more fruitful to work from the assumption that physical attractiveness is an objective form of value, if not "possessed" by individuals, then observable within certain social relationships and moments. This approach matches the ethnographic method in being able to bring us closer to the views of actors for whom beauty is shaped by the exigencies of life as it unfolds.
: : :
During fieldwork I often had a feeling of disorientation while moving between different social worlds. One week I would chop onions with a divorced housewife in Ipanema, and then take a bus to the peripheries of the city with her maid. Another week I might hang out on the set of a telenovela and then visit an NGO that offers a course in fashion modeling for "needy communities." I was certainly not always successful in moving across class gaps. Though I was often surprised by the hospitality I encountered across the social spectrum, it would be naïve to believe that the friendship that is so easily extended in Rio de Janeiro can dissolve social boundaries, which are built into the architecture of the city. It would also be difficult to simply correlate socioeconomic status with the views and actions surrounding beauty. It's true there were some easily observable differences between relatively wealthier and poorer patients. A few women at the lower end of the socioeconomic spectrum did not seem to fully understandor else mocked-the "therapeutic rationale" of cosmetic surgery as means to heal psychological suffering. A patient who has liquid silicone injected into her buttocks in a beauty parlor (a procedure not considered "safe" by plastic surgeons) may have different notions of health than the plastic surgeon who styles himself a "psychologist with a scalpel in his hand" (Pitanguy 1976: 125). Other working-class patients, however, spoke in the same strongly psychotherapeutic idiom used by wealthier patients, praising plás-tica's benefits for "self-esteem."
In making cosmetic surgery more widely available, surgeons have remarkably defined it as a treatment of mental suffering. Yet as we shall see, notions such as self-esteem-as well as the body itself-have a history. Medical and therapeutic techniques have long held a privileged position in Brazil as tools of governance, exercised by elites concerned with the health of an unruly and "backwards" population, or sometimes appropriated by the povão as tools of self-transformation and healing. I thus try to read the aesthetic defect not only as a psychological reflection of body-image, but also as a symptom of other forms of distress in the body politic. How does the surgeons' gift of surgery reflect and break from a longer tradition in which elites have engineered and treated the suffering of the people? And what aspirations and anxieties in globalizing Brazil are projected in desires for this special form of healing?
Plastic surgery cannot thus only be seen as an example of conspicuous consumption, whereby poorer patients imitate wealthier ones in a bid for status. While residents living in neighborhoods seen by the middle class as urban islands of barbarism dream of being fashion models, fashion, for its part, often borrows "from the street" (or in Brazil, the favela). And wealthy teenagers emulate national sex icons from humble backgrounds who have used plástica to embody a widely held erotic ideal. Beauty culture is elaborated within a diversified global and national mass media which ranges from the slick products of the Globo TV network to pirated cable, Internet kiosks, and black market CDs and DVDs. Within this symbolic world, a kind of "universe of beauty," consumers in diverse market positions adopt therapeutic, cosmetic, and medical techniques as tools of self-governance. Class and racial identifications can thus be reshuffled as style, beauty, and body practices become widely shared domains of self-expression.
Despite new economic growth in the 2000s, Brazil is a deeply stratified society. While class is often not a stable "identity" that can be used to analyze beauty culture, it is often present in social relationships. For example, some surgeons and wealthy women become amused or perturbed that "even maids" are having plastic surgery. The elite seem to feel something like bathos confronted with women of such low status expending precious resources on a luxury item. The vanity of maids though can also be read in another way. A disturbing Brazilian proverb states: "White women for marriage; mulatas for screwing; black women for work" (Freyre 1986 in Goldstein 2003 . The splitting of sexual and maternal roles along class and color lines is perhaps fading as consumer and medical discourses project sexuality as a realm of rights, health, and self-expression. Yet domestic service remains widespread, and the empregada, maid, remains an almost archetypical feminine role, one that is ambivalently transmitted across generations. Estimates of the number of domestic workers, who are often not officially registered, vary; one puts it at a fifth of the female workforce (Goldenberg 2000: 109-13) . Paid housework is in some ways the opposite of "beauty": chemicals are bad for skin, nails break, and more generally, menial labor carries a strong stigma. It is still seen as women's work, but it is an aspect of femininity often explicitly opposed to other more respectable or eroticized gender roles. The persistence of this level of privatized domestic work points to a class rift running through modern female norms of sexual, maternal, and professional personas. It also suggests that diverse social-and also sexual-aspirations subtly shape demand for beauty work.
In addition to the users of beauty, I also became interested in documenting the "producers." Many studies of Brazil and Latin America have researched oppressed social groups: peasants, homosexuals, favela residents, landless workers, indigenous people, and Afro-Americans (for one exception see Velho 1998). More recently a few studies have addressed this imbalance in Brazil, looking at the middle class and the more prosaic activities of everyday consumption (e.g., O'Dougherty 2002 , Owensby 1999 . I became interested, however, not just in the middle class, but rather in a tiny entertainment elite.
Anthropologists have long recognized the importance of nonhuman beings on the cultural life of the people they study. Evans-Pritchard described Azande witches as if they exist. Why have anthropologists then generally ignored celebrities, who arguably enjoy an equally central position in the social imagination of the modern world? Moreover, celebrities, unlike other beings endowed with superhuman powers, can actually be interviewed. This group of actors, models, celebrity doctors, pop starsand their handlers-are specialists in the semiotics of appearance. They might reveal why a black actress can sell Coca-Cola, but only to the popular classes. Or perhaps they'll say what plásticas are necessary to sell one's image so that it can sell lingerie. I want to understand how together with other less visible members of the elite they have defined a vision of the "good life" that is readily absorbed, if often in altered form, by a nation of television lovers.
The prevalence of images of the female body in modernity is sometimes linked to risks of commodification. Acknowledging this point, I might have austerely banned the visual from this book. Instead, attempting to convey the sense of social life as it looks to actors, I try to mirror the culture of beauty's visualization of the body in photographs and writing. The glossy images of beauty culture are here presented not just as "texts" to be read and deciphered, but as commodities with social lives. For example, Plás-tica & Beleza is a monthly sold at newsstands next to magazines such as Vogue. It mixes photos of nude models with shots of surgeons in tuxedos and grotesque close-ups of deformities. In addition to analyzing the meaning of such images, I found it useful to talk to the ex-journalist who founded it, a chief plastic surgeon in a public hospital who advertises in it, and a single mother who consumes the publication with evident pleasure.
I was only able to write this book when I stopped trying to write a different one. The other one would have been anthropology as cultural critique, the kind of book I have always admired. These ethnographies have conceptual elegance and political urgency. They are able to marshal the myriad data of fieldwork to unmask ideologies. Yet I have found as I write this book that I cannot in the end resolve all the contradictions of the field. I have ac-cepted the blurring that comes from shifting between points of view as an effect of one way of doing anthropology. If writing ethnography is often a process of translation, the best translations are ones that do not only betray the source language, but also allow it to mess with the translating "language"-in this case the ethnographic text-imposing some of its rhythms and tone. Hence I find that some aspects of the ethos of Brazilian life, as I see it-with its historical pastiche, its delight in impurity and inauthentic hybridity, and even perhaps an inclination toward the lurid and melodramatic-have willy-nilly made their way into my presentation of this research. While one of my models was the documentary film with its tension between authorship and multiple perspectives, the other was the essay: an attempt, a journeying together in thought, though one that draws primarily on fieldwork rather than personal experience (Eriksen 2006: 17) . Oriented toward ambiguity, it is a particularly good form to think about the position of beauty in capitalism.
: : : Brazil I'm in a tiny boteco. Men spill out into the street holding plastic cups of beer. I sit at the bar, cracked glass smeared with grease from a leg of pork that no one ever seems to eat. A Michael Jackson hit comes on the radio. The man next to me leans so close to me I can smell the cachaça on his breath and whispers in my ear, "Black music is the twentieth century's soundtrack of joy." Black music-the Eng lish phrase is always used in Brazil-signifies North American, not Afro-Brazilian, music. He may be right, yet Brazil has a claim too, along with only a handful of countries, to be part of the vanguard of global pop. Shown in art houses around the world, Black Orpheus (1959) captured audiences with its transposition of a Greek myth to a Rio de Janeiro favela. Some viewers complained that the film is not actually Brazilian (the director was French, and the female lead was played by a black actress from Pittsburgh), but it was mainly the soundtrack that became a powerful emblem of Brazil. The strangeness of the lilting Portuguese that seemed not so much sung as whispered over the syncopated African percussion defined a new kind of tropical cool.
Physical beauty, along with samba and soccer, is a cliché of Brazil. As a tropicalist fantasy of foreigners ready to believe in a "world without sin" south of the equator, it runs through five centuries of Brazilian history, from the letters of Portuguese sailors to the brochures of the online sex tourism business. Beautiful Brazil also became a central theme in the bur-geoning nationalist imagination in the postcolonial period. While in the nineteenth century the alluring Indian maiden represented Brazilian difference from a corrupt Europe, in the twentieth century the mulata came to symbolize sensuality.
Referring to their long dependence on foreign science and fashion, Wilson Martins remarked that Brazilians have a tendency to "live vicariously their own existence, as though it were a reflection in a mirror" (in Stepan 1991: 44) . In the realm of popular culture, however, they learned to like what they saw. In the 1920s, modernist vanguards pronounced an end to slavish imitation of Europe. While Picasso gazed at African masks, Paul Gauguin painted Tahitians, and Josephine Baker thrilled a Parisian public, Brazilian artists and intellectuals slummed it in bohemian quarters in Rio de Janeiro. Here they danced to the new music of samba, an Afro-Brazilian creation that would become inextricably linked to mulatas, Carnaval, and a proudly tropical, mixed, and sensual national identity (Vianna 1999). A new, erotically charged vision of the body politic was thus central to modern Brazil's self-image.
The female body was certainly an object of an elite, patriarchal gaze. Yet women too became consumers of beauty as the colonial patriarchy and later state paternalism faded, and as Brazil developed a flourishing consumer culture. Beginning in the 1960s, Brazil created one of the most sophisticated media networks in the developing world. By the 1980s images of a populace moving toward "glamour and modernity," as the Globo TV network put it, were reaching the remotest corners of the nation, from the arid plains of the sertão to the forest villages of Amazônia (Kottak 1990). Beauty industries can raise the specter of cultural imperialism. Understood broadly to include the technical apparatus that manufactures, enhances, and transmits sexual allure and glamour, these businesses require large capital outlays and advanced technology. Their global growth thus partly reflects Western "soft power" or dominance in popular culture. But Brazilian television-in some ways like India's film industry-became a truly popular medium that cannily blended local traditions with global media and technology into commercially successful products. Brazil's "beautiful game" of soccer, long a proud sign of a mestiço national identity, is marketed to world audiences. And plástica-sculpted artistas appear in locally inflected melodramas, which are then enjoyed by audiences from Moldovo to Indonesia. Taking into account the nation's complex position in the global cultural economy, it would be hard to see the growth of beauty industries there as simply an effect of Westernization, much less make the claim that Brazil suffers collectively from "low self-esteem" in regards to its physicality. Global beauty industries do not simply erase local traditions; rather they can create surprising new hybrid social forms and controversies, ranging from the half-comic nationalist grumbling in a debate about "large breast imperialism" allegedly launched by California blonds to the racial consciousness-raising of NGOs that teach citizenship lessons alongside hairstyling inspired by African Americans.
The idea that Brazilians were sensual and beautiful in a distinctive manner that violated the ethnocentric cannon of Europe-and that these traits furthermore were linked to vibrant cultural syncretism and racial conviviality-is of obvious appeal. The celebration of beauty, however, also points to tensions in the nation's quest for a modern identity. Brazil, which imported more slaves than any other country in the world, adopted an image of itself as a land of racial democracy in the twentieth century. When the United States was consumed with the violence of desegregation, UNESCO held up Brazil as the social experiment that refuted "separate but equal." Yet in recent decades, activists, social scientists, and newly democratic governments have attacked this picture of "racial exceptionalism," and shown how darker Brazilians are excluded from a range of social institutions (Telles 2004) . Others have responded by affirming a distinct syncretistic tradition and a "sociological intelligence" that deemphasize racial boundaries between groups. Pierre Bourdieu and Loïc Wacquant (1999) go further, even claiming that multiculturalism is a new form of "imperial reason" that exports the North American common sense of race onto a society with a different tradition of envisioning human relatedness and difference.
Cultural aesthetic ideals often seem to mirror larger social hierarchies. With light faces dominating the national media, the charge seems relevant to multiracial Brazil. Yet, the situation is more complex than it appears at first glance. Brazil is often described as having a "folk taxonomy" of color terms, rather than bipolar racial categories. Many people prefer to identify with terms such as moreno ("brown" but also "brunette") that refer to appearance, rather than to ancestry. Such terms "politely," as Brazilians say sometimes, avoid a racial classification (pointing to the fact that darker terms have negative stereotypes). They can also have aesthetic and erotic connotations. But unlike in many parts of the world where lightness of skin tone is fetishized, in Brazil brown is beautiful. On the other hand, blackness is stigmatized, and European facial features and hair confer social advantages. Tensions between these aesthetic ideals reflect larger ambivalence in Brazil's trajectory toward modernity: a vision of a unique, multihued tropi-cal civilization with a genius for syncretism, and a whitening country, moving away from Africa, and as a surgeon put it, "towards Europe."
Brazil is now on the brink of a sea change in its racial thinking. In the postdictatorship era, from the mid-1980s on, new black movements have scored unprecedented victories with a newly democratic state. Governments and NGOs are reversing official portraits of the land as "mixed," replacing them with multicultural language and policies, including controversial experiments with racial quotas in universities (Htun 2004 , Fry 2005 . It is not always clear, however, who is black in a country where half the population is estimated to have African ancestry, but where only 6 percent identified as "black" in the 2000 census. In these circumstances, the black movement is counting on a number of "conversions" from other color positions. It must not simply affirm racial pride; it must change the very social perception of race and color. The Brazil case illustrates not only the dilemmas of racial consciousness raising, but also shifts in the nature of identifications in late capitalism.
In the present moment, racial identities are often defined and visualized in consumer culture-a social domain oriented towards "appearances" and aesthetics. Marketing research is beginning to collect demographic data on race and new beauty products are targeting ethnic groups (new developments in Brazil). Black Brazilians are appearing as ordinary consumers on TV. And the larger black culture of the Americas provides positive models of black "glamour and modernity." Together these developments are interpellating the black citizen-consumer. Louis Althusser (1971) uses the term interpellate to refer to the way in which ideologies "address" and produce a subject. One example is the shout of a policeman on the street, "Hey you there!" When the hailed individual turns around, he recognizes himself as a subject of the state. I adapt the term to refer to how corporate marketing, state polices, and grass-roots movements are together identifying and visualizing a new kind of black subject. This is certainly not a top-down development, imposed by authoritarian states and multinational corporations; nor again is it only an example of effective social activism. Rather it also reflects the role of consumption-perhaps now the "vanguard of history" (D. Miller 1995)-to shape the political processes of social exclusion and inclusion.
The aesthetic quality of new forms of racial identification, however, has provoked debate about their superficiality, narcissism, and capacity for meaningful social change. Do they represent another "symptom" of a neoliberal economy? Or will the affirmation of market-based black identi-ties help to overcome internalized racism, raise individual and group "selfesteem," and ultimately challenge a long history of white domination? The issue has become crucial in the current moment in Brazil, as global black culture is redefining cool and as poorer sectors of the population are emerging as consumers in one of the most celebrity and media focused societies in the developing world.
: : : Beauty
Judging from its iconography, modern civilization appears to worship female beauty and youth. Many body rituals aim to preserve or improve the body. The stars, superhuman or at least superfeminine beings, are the heroines of our "myths." Public space is saturated with images of the female body. And much of our economic exchange transpires within "Cathedrals of capitalism" (Benjamin 1999), department stores and malls where the commodity on display often acquires its seductive powers from female sexuality. Why this should be so is not immediately obvious. After all, it is has been said we live in a masculinist or logocentric epoch, where left brain thinking dominates and men head military-industrial complexes.
One reason, of course, is consumer capitalism. The discovery that a breast bursting out of a low décolletage could sell ordinary commodities was perhaps belated, but once made, seems to have endless applications. The beauty industry is an economic workhorse. Profitability is high. It thrives in periods of recession. And it reaches even seemingly inhospitable corners of the globe, from Brazil's poor peripheries, where the density of beauty parlors is rivaled only by bars and evangelical churches; to Saudi Arabia, where imported cosmetics are worn beneath the veil. But even outside the "beauty sector" of the economy, images of the female body are the frequent medium of exchange for capitalism's astonishing range of material and symbolic production.
Beauty may be in a sense the ultimate commodity, but we might still ask the question: Why should it sell so well? Sociobiologists argue we are "hard-wired" by evolution to be drawn to beautiful people (Etcoff 2000) . Attractive traits signal fitness and fertility, and humans are led by inherited sexual drives to respond to them. Unlike most studies in the interpretive social sciences, I do not entirely dismiss such arguments. In fact, as we shall see, there is a surprising convergence between the forces of competition unleashed by markets and those of evolutionary sexual selection. Yet, humans are biocultural beings, and whatever evolutionary mechanisms that work in us are inseparable from the symbolic meanings of the erotic body. And in fact, cultural elaborations of beauty often seem to go "against nature." Saharan Moors admire not slender waists, but women who emerge from months in fattening huts with their bellies covered in rolls of flesh (Popenoe 2003) . The Japanese traditionally bound breasts and developed a fetish for the nape (L. Miller 2006) . And the European consumptive, cheeks burning with fever, had a beauty that emanated from her proximity to the netherworld of death, rather than from her reproductive potential.
The very diversity of body modification suggests, however, a universal fascination with human beauty. Tribal as much as industrialized societies exhibit, in the phrase of Lévi-Strauss (1973), a striking "horror of nature," painting, cutting, scarring, molding, and crushing the body until it takes a suitably beautiful, seductive, or simply human shape. In emphasizing that such practices are part of political and cosmological systems, anthropologists have tended to neglect their aesthetic and erotic allure.6 Many comingof-age rituals enhance the bodies of the newly pubescent. Such body modification reflects an interest in beauty that is not reducible to the purpose of group survival. During a time of famine Kalahari tribes use scarce animal fat as a cosmetic skin lotion rather than a source of calories (Turner 1980) . Moreover, physical beauty often "translates" well across cultural boundaries. Intense interethnic hatred, which curiously often includes repulsion at the other's body, can morph into erotic interest. Mass media strikingly illustrate the legibility of the sexually charismatic body in different regions. The "sex symbol" is, unlike many cultural symbols, able to symbolize the same thing in diverse locales: a seductive, larger-than-life masculinity or femininity.
If beauty sells well, this is not only because it stimulates sexual desire in brains hard-wired to respond to particular physical traits such as slender waists. Images of the female body strikingly target female consumers, rather than (only) provoke male desire. Beauty industries can create bodily alienation, stress, and eating disorders-why then should they continue to flourish? Feminist theories have argued that beauty ideals and practices reflect patriarchal ideologies and inequalities (Bartky 1990 , Bordo 1993 , Chernin 1981 , Faludi 1992 , Jeffreys 2005 , Morgan 1991 , Rankin 2005 , Wolf 1991 ). These critiques vary in their emphasis on the coercive power of men, the profit motive of industry and medicine, and a more diffuse, internalized, and "disciplinary" power, but converge on the point that beauty practices function as a means for the social control of the female body. As Naomi Wolf (1991: 3), perhaps the best-known critic, put it: the beauty myth is "the last best belief system that keeps male dominance intact."
The domain of beauty is certainly unequal, and to some extent reflects larger oppressive structures of modern life. Yet, beauty culture does not only subject women to dominant norms; it also reflects and shapes a particular kind of modern subject with diverse aspirations for self-transformation, social mobility, and sexual pleasure and power. So while I analyze the gender ideologies and structures that sustain the beauty myth in Brazil, I also recognize some limitations to this approach. For one, it is difficult to explain the complex behavior surrounding desire and attraction as an exercise of domination. Patriarchy is a near universal. How then can we understand variations across different historical epochs and societies in the significance of sexual desirability? While Brazil's aesthetic ideals reflect European dominance, they also point to a cultural logic of color that celebrates mixture and eroticizes brownness (a "logic" that would not be intelligible in most of Asia). In these circumstances, beauty does not just reflect inequalities internal to society; it also becomes a domain of national or cultural identification. Beauty is partly a myth, yet myths are not just falsehoods; they are also stories that are collectively told, a pattern of remembering-and forgetting.
The rise of beauty culture thus reflects the stimulation of new desires and aspirations as older ways of organizing female sexuality and motherhood are transformed. The point can perhaps be made more clearly by reference to non-Western regions. Female beauty often emerges as a key sign of the modern-as lure, moral threat, or even liberation. Whereas communist regimes often see display of the female body as a symbol of bourgeois decadence, in postsocialist China, the sexless Mao suit has given way in just a generation to the myriad variations of global fashion. Such changes in dress are part of larger changes in sexual norms and ideals for women (Farrer 2002) . Beauty culture can also become an explosive symbol in local conflicts. In 2002, over a hundred people died in riots when Nigeria was chosen to host a Miss World beauty contest. Clerics called the contest a "sex hazard" while protestors chanted, "Down with beauty" (The Guardian 2002). The contestants responded by threatening to boycott the contest after a Nigerian sharia court sentenced a woman to be stoned for adultery. Yet many Muslim women too are becoming subjects in a global beauty industry. Traditional garments-whether seen as signs of piety, the "Orient," or ethnic difference-can be aestheticized and eroticized in consumer cul-ture (Moors and Tarlo 2007, Ossman 2002) . These examples suggest that the striking visibility of female beauty in the public sphere can symbolize other conflicts undergone by nations as they become more closely linked to a global capitalist economy.
Many of the processes identified with modernity-such as social engineering, technological innovation, or the emergence of a public spherehave been seen as male domains. It is also possible, though, to imagine an account of historical change that stresses how the feminine becomes a key emblem of the modern. In this alternative story of the "gender of modernity" (Felski 1995) , the dream world of mass consumption can illustrate inchoate shifts in structures of feeling and desiring (Benjamin 1999). Consumption has often been seen as a typically female activity, reflecting patriarchal traditions that located women in the private world of the home. Yet mass consumption brings women into the public sphere, as the consumer becomes blurred with the citizen (García Canclini 2001).7 Female pleasures and desires-often seen as dangerous or irrelevant-become integral to social reproduction. The modern consumer possesses a capacity for dreaming and projecting herself into the alternative futures promised by commodities. Beauty industries strikingly tap into this imaginative capacity.
The implications of such changes for any "positive" notion of freedom are difficult to judge. Modernity also poses new risks of commodification, as the life force of sexuality becomes entangled with markets. The commodity has often been used as a metaphor to describe the position of women within capitalism. Marx denounced bourgeois marriage for creating speculation in women's virginity. A transition to a more open market economy can bring a rise in prostitution (Babb 2001) . Even where the erotically provocative body has become mundane, anxieties about commodification persist. In many regions (including Brazil) the boundaries between the entertainment, culture, and sex industries are becoming more permeable. Aspects of pornography have gone "mainstream"-from pole dancing to "prostitute chic" fashion to body hair waxing.8 In the United States, female college students talk about not feeling "porn-worthy" in the eyes of their partners (Kuczynski 2006: 255) . In Brazil, the same model may pose in publications such as a woman's fashion magazine, Playboy, and Plástica & You-a glossy monthly that combines stories on medical revolutions with images of female celebrities. These diverse media genres furnish erotic ideals that shape the body-image of plástica patients. Many emerging forms of sexual exchange reflect a market logic: college students supported by "sugar daddies"; "mail order brides"; sex tourism; and more generally a notion of choice within Internet dating and the "hook-up" (all present in Brazil) . In these sexual cultures, based often on relatively transient exchanges-or ones arranged at a distance-attractiveness becomes an exchangeable form of physical capital. Beauty work can be embraced as a means to compete in "markets" of sexual-affective relationships or in uncertain service economies. The value of attractiveness-and the beauty work that maintains it-thus reflects larger economic regimes in consumer capitalism.
Many accounts of modernity stress a process of "creative destruction" that undermines older forms of authority defined around tribe, family, and often for women, "nature" (Berman 1982) . Medical contraception has fundamentally altered struggles over the control of female reproduction and sexuality. In many regions, including Brazil, new kinds of "elective sexuality" reflect the declining ability of the patriarchal family to regulate sexual relationships (Giddens 1993 , Castells 1997 . Mass media spread "modern" notions of partnership based in romantic love-or else sexual choice exercised during long periods of the lifecycle (Rebhun 1999).9 And new demographic groups of women are interpellated as consumers with rights to pleasure (as well as duties of self-care): the middle-aged and elderly, the divorced, the adolescent.
The notion of sexual and reproductive choice is paradoxically accompanied by regimes of medical control. As we will see, plastic surgery is closely linked to a larger field that "manages" female reproduction and sexuality. Many patients say they have surgery to correct changes to the body they blame on pregnancy and breast-feeding. Beauty work can be embraced as a modern technique for negotiating conflicts between maternal and sexual roles. While some women see plástica as a means of enhancing health, others use cosmetic procedures to make minor adjustments in the pursuit of what a plastic surgeon redundantly termed a "more perfect" figure. Driven by a competitive logic, rather than a desire to be "normal," such patients view medical practices as means of erotic body sculpting. These various kinds of intervention constitute attractiveness as a physiological realm defined in the "objective" terms and measurements of medicine. They reflect a biological framing of sexuality-what I call "bare sex"-that breaks from the symbolic and ceremonial dimensions of erotic experience. Such "biologized selves" are emerging during a time of uncertainty and change in sexual-affective relationships. Situating plastic surgery against larger changes in female sexuality and reproduction, I focus on a paradox: the female body is eroticized, visualized, and commodified-turned into an object of a new sexual culture-at the same time as women become subjects asserting sexual rights and control over reproduction.
I have indicated rather briefly how beauty becomes a "problem" in modernity. In doing so, I have suggested that aesthetic ideals cannot be seen only as a reflection of gender or racial subordination. Once we consider broader historical changes-from the expansion of consumer culture to transformations in love and sexuality to the rise of medical techniques of self-regulation-it becomes more fruitful to see beauty as a complex domain of interlocking values and institutions, what Marcel Mauss (1990) would have called, a "total social fact." I explore how beauty can be seen in relation to larger contradictions in modernity: between new freedoms and desires unleashed in consumer capitalism and the constraints on freedom experienced by "liberated" subjects as they are exposed to the hazards of generalized exchange.
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The book has two lines of analysis. The first asks how Brazil can shed light on the significance of beauty as a domain of modern experience. I also explore a second problem, taking the reverse approach. Using beauty as a lens, I bring into focus some of the larger tensions in modernizing Brazil, a nation with deep market inequalities and a flourishing consumer culture, with a modern identity based on racial and cultural mixture and a newer strident assertion of identity politics, with a reputation for natural sensuality and high rates of interventionist medicine on the female body.
I have organized the book into three parts (plus a conclusion), each focusing on a major domain of modern experience: medicine and psychology, race and nation, and gender and sexuality. Part 1 tells the story of a new social fact: the remarkable growth of cosmetic surgery in a developing country still in a peripheral relationship to the centers where much of the capital and technologies of beauty were first developed. I examine how a "therapeutic rationale" for cosmetic surgery is deployed in private clinics and in public hospitals that both serve a needy population and provide valuable scientific training to plastic surgery residents. I also situate beauty culture and plastic surgery in relation to larger social transformations in modernizing Brazil, such as the rise of mass media, the search for an authentic national identity, and the importation of medical technologies. Drawing on ethnography in plastic surgery clinics and media production sites, I criti-cally examine the implications of a notion of "aesthetic health" underlying the plastic surgery cure.
The controversial idea that Brazil enjoys forms of racial conviviality and harmony absent in most of the world has dominated Brazilianist scholarship and nationalist elaborations of a modern identity throughout the twentieth century. Since the 1960s, a number of critics and a growing black movement have challenged this view of "racial exceptionalism," arguing instead that Brazilian "racial democracy" is a "myth." Part 2 approaches beauty culture as a sideways "window" onto this controversy, and the changing significance of color in the postdictatorship period as a celebrity and media-focused consumer culture becomes a central domain of identification.
Part 3 and a conclusion bring together the themes of the book, analyzing how gender and sexuality shape the medical practices, market dynamics, and modes of self-governance earlier discussed. Situating plastic surgery in relation to a larger political economy of female reproduction, I show how it is becoming normalized as an aspect of female health. Beauty cultures reflect larger changes in female sexuality and reproduction as they are defined within consumer culture, medicine, and psychology. Drawing on a range of examples-from maids who aspire to acquire cosmetic surgeries, to favela residents who dream of fashion modeling, to single mothers who embrace plastic surgery as a means of erotic body sculpting-I analyze how sexual and class aspirations subtly mingle in beauty culture. I conclude by returning to the central theme of beauty's relationship to social conflicts in modernity.
